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HIGH SCHOOL COURSE DESCRIPTIONS
2022 - 2023 is an EVEN Starting Year

ENGLISH

L402401 English 9
L432411  English 9 Accelerated
L402511 English 10
L432511 English 10 Accelerated
English 9/10 introduces students to the MN English Language Arts gr. 9-10 benchmarks for reading, writing,
speaking, listening, media literacy, and language. This course establishes a foundation in the habits and
skills for the critical thinking, analysis , argumentation, research, and writing types that will be expected of
students throughout their high school years. This course will engage in an interdisciplinary year-long
Expedition with Human Geography or World History on a two year rotation.

L402601 English 11
L402701 English 12
English 11/12 introduces students to the MN English Language Arts gr. 11-12 benchmarks for reading,
writing, speaking, listening, media literacy, and language. Students will practice the critical thinking,
analysis, argumentation, research, and writing types required for college and career level reading and writing.
This course will engage in a year-long study that is on a two year rotation.

L453211 AP English Literature and Composition 11/12 (Offered even starting years)
AP English is a year-long course designed to prepare students for college writing and the Advanced
Placement Exam in May. This course places a heavy emphasis on close reading, analytical writing, and
class discussion. The course will expose students to a range of literature, from Shakespeare to modern
texts. A previous theme has been a year-long study of the hero. The study began with Homer’s classic The
Odyssey, and expand to investigate the role of heroes in various cultures and time periods.

L455201 AP English Language and Comp 11/12 (offered odd starting years)
AP English Language and Composition is a year-long college-level course exploring the role of language in
our shaping culture and our own lives. Its objectives and structure is similar to writing courses required for
new college students. We’ll grapple with a variety of essays, compelling fiction and non-fiction narrative
texts, and media as a foundation for our work talking and writing to make better sense of our world. Through
regular reading, writing, speaking, and listening practice, students will engage with complex and
wide-ranging topics, from dank memes to mass incarceration (and lots of things in between.)



L403311 World Mythology (offered even starting years)
Students explore mythology – the study of traditional legends and stories passed down by oral tradition.
Students study the myths of a number of cultures as the cultures struggled imaginatively with basic
questions of the origin of life, of evil, and of the universe itself. Students investigate myths of the ancient
cultures of Greece, Rome, Africa, Asia, and the Americas. Students will also look at the hero’s journey, and
other connection between myths from around the globe.

L405361 Journalism/Newspaper, Advanced
Journalism at OWL is focused on the publication of the school newspaper, The Purple Press. Students will
be introduced to the basics of journalism style, then research, write, and revise articles for the paper. The
Purple Press publishes eight times during the school year.

L405601 Scriptwriting and Video Production (Offered even starting years)
This class will utilize writing and production skills. Students will conceive, write and revise short scripts.
These scripts will then become the basis for short videos that students will produce, direct, and edit.
Students will learn how to write and produce radio and TV ads, situational comedies, soap operas and more.
In class participation will be essential to success in this course.

L406301 Debate
“Debate is a formal, disciplined, and rule-governed contest/ competition that is conducted within a set
framework.” This semester long class will give an introduction to debate terms, formats, and arguments. The
class will entail that students work in groups to research and present oral arguments. Debate will cover ELA
standards around writing an argument, conducting a research project and speaking and listening skills.

L406411 Public Speaking (Not offered in 21/22)
The fear of public speaking is so common that it has its own name “glossophobia,” and it consistently ranks
high on surveys as one of America’s number one fear (edging out a fear of spiders, heights, blood, flying,
and even clowns). However, speaking to some sort of audience is an unavoidable fact of life. The skills you
will develop and practice in this course will help you become more confident in lots of other high pressure
areas as well. Don’t mumble, tremble, or forget what to say when it comes time to show your best self.
Instead, think of Public Speaking at OWL as an opportunity to make mistakes and practice along with a safe
and supportive classroom community; you’ll be much better off when the stakes get high.

L405401 Creative Writing (Not offered in 21/22)
Creative writing is a semester long class that introduces students to different narrative and poetic writing
styles. Students will work on finding voice in their writing, and writing in different genres. Students will have
the opportunity to try out different techniques in their writing by studying a variety of different texts. In
addition to studying classical writing techniques, students will also have exposure to modern storytelling in a
variety of formats.

L407111 Film Studies (Offered odd starting years)
Roger Ebert said, “We live in a box of space and time. Movies are the windows in its walls [that allow us see]
the world as another person sees it.” This semester-long course is a look into many different windows, as we
explore how movie making technology has changed over time, the cultural influence of movies, and the
visual techniques that filmmakers employ in creating exceptional cinema. We’ll explore the elements that
make the building blocks of film: mise-en-scene, cinematography, and editing. This class will include regular
viewings of film clips, readings, frequent discussions, and occasional writing. After understanding how to
read a film, you may never see movies the same way again.



L405351 Broadcast Journalism (Offered odd starting years)
Broadcast Journalism is an extension of Newspaper Journalism at OWL. Students will be responsible for
researching and/or reporting stories that will become of a regularly recorded and published newscast
intendended for our community at OWL. Students will gain experience with interviewing, professional
speaking, project management, camera, editing, and perhaps on-screen presentations as well. Journalists
are responsible for shaping much of how we see the world around us. Learn the ins-and-outs of crafting
compelling, rigorous, and, above all else, honest stories based on the daily happenings inside of OWL and
beyond!

L403671 Children’s Literature (Only offered 21/22)
This class will explore children’s literature focusing on diverse author’s and the need for Windows and
Mirrors. Students will explore the characteristics of children’s literature, and use this study in the creation of
their own original children’s books. Students will explore different genres and styles of children’s books, as
well as have the opportunity to learn from children’s book authors and illustrators.

SOCIAL STUDIES

H405101 World History (offered Odd Starting Years)
World History is a full year course that is taught chronologically. In World History, students will use historical
thinking skills to study themes, eras and societies from pre-history to modern times from a global
perspective. SPPS students will complete an Informative/Explanatory writing product aligned to Common
Core Standards for Content Writing and MN State Standards for Social Studies.

H454101 AP World History (Not offered in 21/22)
This year-long course is structured around the investigation of five course themes and 19 key concepts in
nine different chronological periods of world history, from approximately 1200 CE to the present. Students
will learn in a variety of ways including cooperative groups, essays/papers, primary source analysis, lecture
discussion, and historical inquiry. AP World History develops students’ capacity and ability to think and
reason in a deeper, more systematic way, better preparing them for future college courses. Five themes of
historical inquiry are used throughout the course.

H402211 Human Geography (Offered Even Starting Years)
Human Geography is a full year course where students learn how humans interact with each other and their
environment at the local, national and global level. These themes will build geo-spatial skills and
understanding of places, regions and human systems. SPPS students will complete projects and
assignments aligned to Common Core Standards for Content Writing and MN State Standards for Social
Studies.

H452211 AP Human Geography (Offered Even Starting Years)
The AP Human Geography is a full year course that introduces students to the systematic study of patterns
and processes that have shaped human understanding, use, and alteration of Earth’s surface. Students learn
to employ spatial concepts to examine human socioeconomic organization and its environmental
consequences. Through a variety of assignments and projects, students learn not just to recognize and
interpret patterns but to assess the nature and significance of the relationships among phenomena that
occur in the same place, and to understand how cultural values, political regulations, and economic
constraints work together to create particular landscapes.

H404301 U.S. History Survey



U.S. History Survey is a full year course that will be learned chronologically. Students will use historical
thinking skills and multiple perspectives to study people, events and places in U.S. History. While in this
course, students can expect to participate in History Day, which can be used to fulfill the required Research
writing product. The Research product is aligned to Common Core Standards for Content Writing and MN
State Standards for Social Studies.

H454101 AP US History
This class is a college-level course with expectations that exceed the requirements for regular U.S. History.
This survey course covers the American time frame from the colonial times to the 21st century and examines
historical issues from a variety of viewpoints, including political, economic, and social contexts. Students
study the principal themes in United States History, analyze historical evidence, and express that
understanding and analysis through writing. This course places a heavy emphasis on reading, writing, and
communication of ideas.

H401401 Government (Offered Fall)
Government is a semester-long course where students learn civic skills, civic values and principles of
democracy, rights and responsibilities, governmental institutions and political processes to equip them with
the knowledge and skills required for participation in civic life. While in this course, students can expect to
complete an Argument writing product aligned to Common Core Standards for Content Writing and MN
State Standards.

H406111 Economics (Offered Spring)
Economics is a semester-long course where students use economic reasoning skills and learn personal
finance, fundamental economics concepts and microeconomic concepts. While in this course, students can
expect to complete an Analysis writing product aligned to Common Core Standards for Content Writing and
MN State Standards.

H404501 African American Studies (Not offered in 21/22)
African American Studies focuses on the African American experience as an American experience. This
semester-long course builds on the social construction of race, visibility of African Americans in American
history and current events. Students can expect to use materials from multiple voices, art, literature and
history.

H404531 Women’s Studies (Offered Odd starting years)
Women’s Studies focuses on the gendered experience as an American experience. This semester-long
course builds on understanding the social construction of gender, visibility of women in American history
and current events. Students can expect to use materials from multiple voices, art, literature and history to
learn identity, systems of power, resistance and resilience and transformation, continuity and change.

H407151 Sociology (Offered Even Starting Years)
Sociology stresses the social contexts in which people live, how we choose friends, what we understand
about the thoughts behaviors of the opposite sex, how inequalities shape our world and what social
institutions shape us most. In this class, we will examine how relationships result from and sometimes
change our social environment and ourselves. This course will emphasize making healthy individual
decisions and how we can change the world through each person. This course will include a project on
initiating social change.

H407301 Psychology (Offered Odd Starting Years)



Psychology is a semester-long course which introduces students to the systematic scientific study of the
behavior and mental processes of humans. Topics covered include critical thinking, research methods,
states of human consciousness, structure and functions of the brain, human nervous systems and
personality development.

H408001 Current Events (Offered Odd Starting Years)
Current Events is a semester-long course and will identify and analyze local, national and world news
through multiple avenues of mass media including internet sources, newspaper, magazines, and broadcast
news. Students will utilize foundational pieces of media literacy in addition to traditional reading, researching
and writing techniques acquired in English and Social Studies courses. These methods and techniques will
assist students in understanding the current news cycle and making historical connections to the events
occurring in our world today.

H408501 Research in Social Studies (History Day)
This class is an independent study for students very serious about creating a high-quality History Day
project. They need to be capable of balancing their course load while completing a project. Students must
be self-directed to work with minimal guidance from staff.

Critical Ethnic Studies

U404101 Critical Ethnic Studies

Critical Ethnic Studies is an interdisciplinary course that examines students' identity, heritage, culture and
communities in relation to various power structures, forms of oppression and inequalities that have an
impact on their lives. With an emphasis on stories and lived experiences of people of color in the United
States, the course explores the collective struggles, resilience and triumphs of their communities. A major
goal of this course is to help cultivate students’ knowledge of self while appreciating the differences around
them, build a sense of pride in their shared communities, learn about the importance of advocacy for change
and healing, and develop critical thinking skills to empower them to be agents of positive change in a more
equitable future.

MATH

M404111 Geometry
This course is a foundational course focused on the geometry of shapes, planes and space. Emphasis is
placed on understanding, applying, justifying, and developing geometric properties in two and three
dimensions. Students will engage in an in depth study of geometric reasoning, coordinate geometry, parallel
and perpendicular lines, triangle congruence, properties of polygons and circles, similarity, right triangle
trigonometry, area, and volume. Students will apply this learning to solve real-world mathematical problems.
This course prepares students to be mathematically literate, as well as prepare them for future math courses,
the high school MN Math Standards, and MN standardized math tests.
Prerequisite: Student passed 4 quarters of Algebra 1.

M403151 Algebra 2
This course is organized around the study of families of functions. Emphasis is placed on linear, quadratic
and exponential functions, as well as translating these functions between graphs, tables, symbolic
representations and real-life context. Students will solve equations; describe, analyze and evaluate data in
various contexts; and use counting principles to calculate probabilities. Students will apply these concepts



using a variety of technologies and apply this learning to solve real-world mathematical problems. This
course prepares students for future math courses, the high school MN Math Standards, and MN
standardized math tests.
Prerequisite: Student passed 4 quarters of Algebra 1 and 4 quarters of Geometry.

M437051 Pre Calculus
The course topics include college algebra, advanced trigonometry, and analytic geometry of two and three
dimensions. Students experience a thorough analysis of all elementary functions and curve-sketching.
Selected discrete mathematics topics including normal probability distributions, non-linear regression, and
hypothesis testing are explored. Practice with proofs such as mathematical induction are included.
Experience with graphing calculators is incorporated.
Prerequisite: Student passed 4 quarters of Algebra 2 and Geometry.

M453101 AP Computer Science Principles (Offered Odd Starting Years)
AP Computer Science Principles offers a multidisciplinary approach to teaching the underlying principles of
computation. The course will introduce students to the creative aspects of programming, abstractions,
algorithms, large data sets, the Internet, cybersecurity concerns, and computing impacts. AP Computer
Science Principles also gives students the opportunity to use current technologies to create computational
artifacts for both self-expression and problem solving. Together, these aspects of the course make up a
rigorous and rich curriculum that aims to broaden participation in computer science. This class is designed
for students with little to no Computer Science background.
Prerequisite: 10th grader or above or Student passed 4 quarters of Algebra 1.

M456111 AP Statistics (Offered Odd Starting Years)
The AP Statistics course is equivalent to a one-semester, introductory, non-calculus-based college course in
statistics. The course introduces students to the major concepts and tools for collecting, analyzing, and
drawing conclusions from data. There are four themes in the AP Statistics course: exploring data, sampling
and experimentation, anticipating patterns, and statistical inference. Students use technology,
investigations, problem solving, and writing as they build conceptual understanding.

M404241 Advanced Algebra with Financial Applications
Advanced Algebra with Financial Applications is a mathematical modeling course that is algebra-based,
applications-oriented, and technology-dependent. The course addresses college preparatory mathematics
topics from Algebra 2, Statistics, Probability, Precalculus, and Calculus under eight financial umbrellas:
Discretionary Expenses, Banking, Investing, Credit, Employment and Income Taxes, Automobile Ownership,
Independent Living, and Retirement Planning and Household Budgeting. The course allows students to
experience the interrelatedness of mathematical topics, find patterns, make conjectures, and extrapolate
from known situations to unknown situations. The mathematics topics contained in this course are
introduced, developed, and applied in an as-needed format in the financial settings covered. Students are
encouraged to use a variety of problem-solving skills and strategies in real-world contexts, and to question
outcomes using mathematical analysis and data to support their findings. The course offers students
multiple opportunities to use, construct, question, model, and interpret financial situations through symbolic
algebraic representations, graphical representations, geometric representations, and verbal representations.
It provides students a motivating, young-adult centered financial context for understanding and applying the
mathematics they are guaranteed to use in the future.

M457101 AP Calculus (Offered Even Starting Years)



AP Calculus AB is roughly equivalent to a first semester college calculus course devoted to topics in
differential and integral calculus. The AP course covers topics in these areas, including concepts and skills of
limits, derivatives, definite integrals, and the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus. The course teaches students
to approach calculus concepts and problems when they are represented graphically, numerically,
analytically, and verbally, and to make connections amongst these representations. Students learn how to
use technology to help solve problems, experiment, interpret results, and support conclusions.
Prerequisite: Student passed 4 quarters of Precalculus

M461411 AP Computer Science A (Yearlong - Offered Even Starting Years)
AP Computer Science A is equivalent to a first-semester, introductory, college-level course in computer
science. The year-long course introduces students to computer science with fundamental topics that include
problem solving, design strategies and methodologies, organization of data (data structures), approaches to
processing data (algorithms), analysis of potential solutions, and the ethical and social implications of
computing. The course emphasizes both object-oriented and imperative problem solving and design using
Java language. These techniques represent proven approaches for developing solutions that can scale up
from small, simple problems to large, complex problems.

M491101 CIS Math, Modeling and Predictions (Not offered in 21/22)
PSTL 1006 introduces students to the art of mathematical prediction through algebraic modeling and
elementary probability theory. As a class that satisfies the University of Minnesota Mathematical Thinking
Core requirement, topics support students’ understanding of the dual nature of mathematics. First,
mathematics is a body of knowledge that relies upon a precise, symbolic means of communication and
analysis. This aspect of mathematics is conveyed through a survey of simplification, solving and graphing
techniques applied to a range of function types, including linear, polynomial, exponential and logarithmic
functions. Students will learn to develop equations that accurately represent the behavior of real-world data
and assess their goodness-of-fit. Second, mathematics provides descriptive and problem-solving tools to
address authentic questions in a wide range of disciplines. Models are drawn from a range of disciplines that
include science, social sciences and education. Throughout the modeling activities, students are asked to
generalize their solutions and to pose and answer related mathematics problems, and to develop precisely
stated algorithms and solution methods. All models are introduced through small group activities, although
most are submitted individually to ensure personal feedback for individual student growth. PSTL 1006 fulfills
the University of Minnesota Liberal Education Core Requirement of Mathematical Thinking. For students in
College in the Schools high school sections of PSTL 1006, the class is accepted as a 4th year mathematics
class for purposes of submitting a complete application at the University of Minnesota (but this does not
guarantee admission). PSTL 1006 is a course equivalent for MATH 1031: College Algebra and Probability.

● Student required to pass all 4 quarters of Algebra 2 with an average grade of B or better
● Students will be dual-enrolled in OWL and the U of M and will receive 2 different grades for

each, if students pass the U of M portion they will receive a college credit
● The U of M assessments fall under the U of M grading which is different from OWL and

doesn’t allow for retakes.  This also applies to the models.

M402001 College Readiness Mathematics (Yearlong, even starting years)
Grade: 11-12
College Readiness Mathematics is a year long course designed for students who are seniors and looking for
a way to solidify algebraic concepts before continuing on into college level courses. Students will spend time
working on budgeting and consumer math, as well as other practical mathematical models. Some time will



be spent using the EdReady Math curriculum, however much of the work will be project based. This class is
not designed to be taken concurrently with any other math courses.
Prerequisite: 4 Credits in Geometry, and 4 credits in Algebra 2

M401921 Geometry Support
Taken concurrently with Geometry, this class provides additional algebra support to enrich math skills.
Students will spend some time working on their Geometry, as well as reviewing Algebra skills such as
factoring, distributing, and solving equations.

SCIENCE

S436111 Biology, Accelerated
Accelerated Biology is a year-long 9th grade laboratory course that explores living things from molecules to
ecosystems, focusing on structure, function, and interaction at all organizational levels. Students apply
science, math, and literacy skills in two engaging expeditions: Coral Reefs and Ancestors & Heirlooms. This
class prepares students for Advanced Placement science courses through ongoing data analysis and
applied higher-level thinking.

S404111 Chemistry
This laboratory course covers basic high school chemistry concepts that help students understand how the
universe works at the micro-level. Students will learn about chemical and physical properties, atomic
structure, periodicity, bonding, chemical reactions, the Mole, stoichiometry, solutions, and kinetic molecular
theory while learning the skills of science and engineering. Class discussions, hands-on activities, group
projects and laboratory work are a part of this course. Successful completion of this course fulfills the state
graduation requirement for chemistry/physics and prepares students for future science courses.
Recommended: Successful completion or concurrently enrolled in Algebra II.

S434111 Accelerated Chemistry
This is a comprehensive course in chemistry. Students will learn about chemical and physical properties,
atomic structure, periodicity, bonding, chemical reactions, the Mole, stoichiometry, solutions, and kinetic
molecular theory while learning the skills of science and engineering. Both quantitative and qualitative
aspects of chemical behavior are studied in-depth. Laboratory work is an integral part of the course. Critical
thinking and problem solving skills often involving mathematic applications are addressed on a daily basis. A
scientific calculator is required.
Prerequisite: Successful completion (or concurrently enrolled in) Algebra II and teacher recommendation

S405111 Physics
Grade 10-12 Full Year
This laboratory course focuses on a scientific understanding of physics by promoting a deeper
understanding of its applications in everyday situations. Students will investigate motion, forces, heat,
waves, light, magnetism and electricity while learning the skills of science and engineering. Critical thinking,
mathematical problem solving, group projects and laboratory work are integral parts of this course.
Successful completion of this course fulfills the state graduation requirement for chemistry/physics and
prepares students for future science courses.

S453111 AP Environmental Science (offered even starting years)



AP Environmental Science (APES) is a year-long, college-level course focusing on environmental issues
through extensive field work and analysis of quantitative and qualitative data. Place-based units will explore
ecosystems, water and soil resources, urban and rural areas, population dynamics, energy sources,
atmospheric chemistry, waste management, biodiversity, and social justice. Creative projects include
building model passive solar houses and designing sustainable cities. Students will explore environmental
issues through analysis and discussion of current events.

S456121 AP Biology (offered odd-starting years)
AP Biology is a one-year, intensive, college-level course spanning modern biological topics from molecules
to global ecosystem interactions. Literacy in the worlds of medicine, genetics, and ecology will help students
to make informed personal and political decisions throughout their lives. The course connects biological
concepts through inquiry-based investigations with the ultimate goals of deep conceptual understanding
and strong science practice skills. Because of its keystone role in the professional biosciences and due to
its tendency to promote student engagement, laboratory work is an essential component of this course. The
prerequisite for this course is Biology.

S436511 Anatomy and Physiology
Anatomy and Physiology is a year-long course that provides an in-depth introduction to human organ
systems both in structure, function, and dysfunction. Students will learn the medical terminology associated
with each system. Laboratory experiences, including dissection, will provide students with a practical means
of understanding the human body in health and illness. Students investigate various problems and study
current issues through laboratory activities, scientific inquiry, projects and independent work. This course is
designed for students with an interest in health care related careers. The student will be prepared to be
scientifically literate and is designed as a rigorous science course

S455121 AP Physics 1 (Not offered in 21/22)
Grade 11-12   Full Year
Course Description: AP Physics 1: Algebra-based is equivalent to a first-semester college course in
algebra-based physics. The course covers Newtonian mechanics (including rotational dynamics and angular
momentum); work, energy and power; mechanical waves; and sound. It also introduces electric circuits and
related topics required by state standards and need for subsequents physics coursework. Success is closely
related to strong algebra and trigonometry skills. Students will be assessed by exams, problem sets, and
laboratory investigations. Prerequisite: B or better in previous math classes

S401141 Engineer Expedition & Career I (Not offered in 21/22)
Engineering Expeditions and Careers I is a semester-long STEM course where students will learn about the
professions in the Chemical and Civil engineering fields through hands-on problem solving. Students will
meet engineers in these fields and solve problems in materials science, polymer science, structural
dynamics, and sanitation design. Students will be expected to work in collaborative groups to research,
design, test models, collect and analyze data on experiments, and present results around problems affecting
people in their own neighborhood and around the world.

S401151 Engineer Expedition & Career II (Not offered in the 21/22)
Engineering Expeditions and Careers II is a semester-long STEM course where students will learn about the
professions in the Electrical and Mechanical engineering fields through hands-on problem solving. Students
will meet engineers in these fields and solve problems in optical engineering, power engineering, thermal
engineering, and vehicular engineering. Students will be expected to work in collaborative groups to
research, design, test models, collect and analyze data on experiments, and present results around
problems affecting people in their own neighborhood and around the world.



CAREER & TECHNICAL EDUCATION

K401011 Horticulture (offered odd starting years)
Horticulture is a semester-long CTE course focused on learning to grow plants: houseplants, greenhouse
plants, garden plants, agricultural crops, and trees.  Explore plant anatomy, soil science, greenhouse
management, commercial plant nurseries, and integrated pest management to understand what plants need
to thrive.   Students will learn about careers in horticulture through research, interactions with professionals,
and service projects.

K401101 Landscape Design (offered odd starting years)
Landscape design is a semester-long CTE course in which students will learn about careers in landscaping
through research, interactions with professionals, and service projects.  Students will generate and
implement original designs for landscape installations in the local community.

K401201  Sustainable Food Production (offered even starting years)
How do we get food from farm to table for an ever-growing population without sacrificing environmental
quality? In this semester-long CTE course, students will explore technical, scientific, and cultural solutions
for agricultural sustainability by meeting organic farmers, analyzing soil and water quality, and engaging in
lively debates.

K401211 Food Science (offered even starting years)
In this semester-long CTE course, students will investigate the scientific characteristics of food, as well as
the technologies and techniques for food preparation, processing, packaging, and presentation. In addition
to engaging in hands-on activities with these technologies and techniques, students will explore careers in
food science and discuss relevant current events.

T407101 Bicycle Technology
Bicycle Technology is a semester-long course that introduces students to the basics of bicycle mechanics
and maintenance. Students will work to repair breaks, change tires, and any other necessary tune-ups to
ensure that bikes are running efficiently.

FINE ARTS
P405101 Intro to Theatre - Scene Work
Introduction to Theatre Arts is an overview of theatre. Students develop a range of skills: storytelling,
pantomime, improvisation, voice work, acting in scene work, introductory design, and the history of a
performance era. Students will learn the value of interacting with a live audience, and gain an appreciation
for both performance and technical aspects of productions. The course will culminate in a scene showcase
performance.

P405121 Acting Intermediate - Monologues/ Directing
Intermediate Acting is a semester-long course designed to expand skills, concepts, and methods learned in
Intro to Theatre. Students will learn refined acting skills, improv, playwriting methods, directing techniques,
and develop leadership skills. We will do in-depth analysis of plays and acting methods from specific
cultures and historical periods, go see live productions, and work with guest artists. Students will prepare a
monologue for auditions and college level acting opportunities. Advanced students may opt to take this with
a directing focus. The course will culminate in a scene showcase performance for a live audience.
Prerequisite is Intro to Theatre or Teacher Approval.

P405131 Acting Advanced - One Act Play



Advanced Acting is a semester-long course designed to expand skills, concepts, and methods learned in
Intermediate Acting and Technical Theatre. We will do a deep dive into one script, analyzing a one act play
for its historical, cultural, and stylistic significance. The course will culminate in a showcase of a one act play
and a performance for a live audience. Students will form a small production company, taking on the role of
actor or designer. Students will attend a live production and work with guest artists. Prerequisites include
Intermediate Acting, Technical Theatre or instructor approval.

P400021 Musical Production 9-12 (Year Long)
Musical Theatre 9-12 is an advanced theatre course in which students prepare for and perform a major
musical production. Prior to producing their show, students will learn about the historical and cultural
components of Broadway musicals. Students will also learn about the many production jobs needed to
successfully produce a show, such as costumes, sets, and props. Roles during the production include stage
crew, stage manager, choreographer, student assistant director, student assistant music director, actors,
singers, and dancers. Rehearsals will lead to evening performances, and after school rehearsals close to the
performance date are required. This course will be co-taught by the music and theatre departments.
Auditions are required for a speaking part, or students may sign up for a part in the ensemble.

P405171 Technical Theatre
Technical Theatre is a survey course providing an overview of all aspects of Technical Theatre including
lighting, sound, scene and properties, costume and make-up design and application.This is a hands-on
class, where students will learn the basics of lighting, costumes, and set design. Students will gain practice
applying that knowledge through opportunities to program and to run auditorium technology (sound, lighting,
and stage equipment) for class projects or school productions. Students will be exposed to a variety of
cultures and historical periods; and learn how each society’s values influenced a particular design style.
Students will learn how to read scripts from a visual/design perspective, and how to communicate those
ideas visually and through written descriptions. This class culminates in creating the design for a live
production. Prerequisite is Intro to Theatre or Teacher Approval

V406111 Studio Art I
Emphasis is placed on understanding the Elements of Art and Principles of Design as a basis for
composition. Using the Studio Habits of Mind, students will explore a variety of artists, art processes and
materials such as drawing, painting and collage, culminating in the creation of a self-portrait on canvas.
Willingness to get involved in the creative process is a more important requirement than the student’s talent
or previous experience.

V406121 Studio Art II
This course teaches students additional skills with media while allowing them to determine what essential
questions or statements they wish to address with their art. Using the Studio Habits of Mind, students will
create their own unique pieces. Prerequisite is passing Studio I.

V406131 Studio Art III
Students are guided down their own creative path. They have the ability to choose which essential question
or statement they wish to address as well as the medium they wish to use. This is a good class to build an
art portfolio for college. Prerequisite is passing Studio I and II.

V402111 Ceramics
Grade: 11-12
Over the course of the semester we will investigate the world of ceramic arts. We will consider such
questions as what art is, how ceramics fit into that description and how we can express ourselves through



this medium. Students will learn how to maintain the ceramics room so it is always in order, what the tools
are and how to care for them, how to run the pug machine to recycle clay and many hand building, throwing
and glazing techniques. In addition to learning the fundamental techniques involved in ceramics, we will also
practice studio habits including: planning, critique, reflection and artist statements. In the past students have
produced sculptures, vessels, tumblers, cups with handles, sets of ceramics plates/bowls and cups that
relate to each other and pots with negative space. Independant ideas are welcome.

P431701 Concert Honors Jazz Choir (Year Long)
Choir, Honors is an advanced, honors level performance based ensemble. Through audition student
musicians must demonstrate advanced vocal technique, strong musicianship: sight reading and theory
knowledge and comprehension, and strong part independence. Students are capable of solo performance
as well as holding a part in 4+ part compositions without support. The course includes rehearsals beyond
the school day and both day and evening performances, as well as individual projects in performance,
composition, arranging or conducting. Students selected for Honors Jazz Choir must also be concurrently
enrolled in Concert Choir.

P402541 Concert Choir (Year Long)
This choir is for music students who wish to pursue high quality ensemble performance opportunities,
personal improvement through exposure to outside peer and professional performances, preparing and
performing solo works, and dedication to excellent personal musical contributions to the school music
program. Students in this choir must audition for choirs outside of OWL as a learning target. This advanced
choir performs literature in 4 – 10 parts in multiple performances in and out of the school building throughout
the year. Students continue their study of vocal technique, reading notation, music history and music in
society.  Day and evening performances are required.

P402171 High School Varsity Choir (Year Long)
Students in this choir receive instruction in the development of the soprano, alto, tenor, and bass voices,
development in harmony singing, and music literacy (reading notation, music history) using choral literature
written and arranged for mixed voices. Day and evening performances are required. Open to all, grades 9 –
12. Short audition from previous year is recommended for placement.

P403311 Ukulele Class (Guitar)
Students will work independently on the ukulele. They will learn to read notes and rhythms and how to apply
this to playing the ukulele. They will also learn chords and basic strumming patterns. Students will present
on a string player of their choice. (1 Semester)

PHY ED

G400111 Phy Ed
This graduation required course is designed to address the National and MN standards and benchmarks for
Physical Education. This includes: 1) Developing and maintaining a high level of physical fitness, 2)
Developing and improving psychomotor skills in a variety of lifetime fitness oriented activities, 3) Developing
in depth understanding of fitness knowledge, skills and strategies of a variety of individual and team lifetime
activities, and 4) developing character traits, skills and positive attitudes and behaviors around health and
wellness. These goals are pursued through a variety of fitness-oriented skill building, individual and team
competitions intended to improve students’ cardiovascular endurance, muscular strength and endurance,
flexibility and balance/agility. Student’s progress will be measure with routine formatives assessments of
skills and knowledge of strategy as well as personal fitness goal attainment.



HEALTH

G407111 Health
Grades 10 - 12
Health Education provides students with knowledge, attitudes, and skills to make health-promoting
decisions to help them live as happy, healthy, productive members of society. Students will analyze how
positive and negative wellness can impact the society around them. They will address the seven dimensions
of wellness that include: Physical, Mental, Social, Emotional, Environmental, Spiritual, and Vocational Health.
Wellness is not a one-time decision but a series of decisions continuing throughout our lives. Students will
develop high level comprehension and understanding in the areas of Personal Wellness, Mental and
Emotional Health, Drugs, Alcohol, and Tobacco, Body Systems and Disease, Nutrition and Fitness,
Consumer and Environmental Health, and Human Sexuality.

WORLD LANGUAGE

W401111 Spanish 1
Spanish 1 is an immersive introduction to the language of the Spanish-speaking world. In this course, our
goal will be to acquire Spanish language, rather than study it. This Spanish course is a Comprehensible
Input Spanish course, and we will use methods and strategies that prioritize and promote comprehension of
language in meaningful context. We will focus our class time on the acquisition of high frequency structures
(the most frequently used words in a language) and we will use these structures in class discussions, stories,
and cultural exploration. Spanish 1 is an opportunity for beginners to dive deep into a new language with a
goal of real-world, communicative application.

W401121 Spanish 2
Spanish 2 is a continuation of Spanish 1, designed to move students accustomed to an immersive,
comprehensible environment to the next level of communicative competence. This is a Comprehensible
Input Spanish course. Students are expected to interact daily with the language in a meaningful way with the
goal of acquiring Spanish language. We focus class time on high-frequency structures (most frequently
used words and phrases in a language) and will use these target structures for class discussions, stories,
and to explore the cultures and traditions of the Spanish-speaking world. This course is designed to follow
OWL Spanish 1.

W431131 Spanish 3
Spanish 3 is a continuation of Spanish 2, designed to move students accustomed to an immersive,
comprehensible environment to the next level of communicative competence. This is a Comprehensible
Input Spanish course. Students are expected to interact daily with the language in a meaningful way with the
goal of acquiring Spanish language. We focus class time on high-frequency structures (most frequently
used words and phrases in a language) and will use these target structures for class discussions, stories,
and to explore the cultures and traditions of the Spanish-speaking world. This course is designed to follow
OWL Spanish 2.

W431141 Spanish 4
Spanish 4 is a continuation of Spanish 3, designed to move students accustomed to an immersive,
comprehensible environment to the next level of communicative competence. This is a Comprehensible
Input Spanish course. Students are expected to interact daily with the language in a meaningful way with the
goal of acquiring Spanish language. We focus class time on high-frequency structures (most frequently
used words and phrases in a language) and will use these target structures for class discussions, stories,
and to explore the cultures and traditions of the Spanish-speaking world. This course is designed to follow
OWL Spanish 3.



W431151 Spanish 5
Spanish 5 is a continuation of Spanish 4, designed to move students accustomed to an immersive,
comprehensible environment to the next level of communicative competence. This is a Comprehensible
Input Spanish course. Students are expected to interact daily with the language in a meaningful way with the
goal of acquiring Spanish language. We focus class time on high-frequency structures (most frequently
used words and phrases in a language) and will use these target structures for class discussions, stories,
and to explore the cultures and traditions of the Spanish-speaking world. This course is designed to follow
OWL Spanish 4.

W401181 Spanish for Spanish Speakers
This course is designed for students who speak Spanish as native speakers and/or need formal training to
improve their Spanish communicative skills. This course focuses on enhancing the oral and comprehension
skills on aspects of the Hispanic culture and literature. Students will improve their Spanish speaking ability
through active class discussion and presentations. In addition, reading and writing skills will be enhanced
and developed in this course. Students will learn the basic grammatical structures of the Spanish language
with emphasis on integrating grammar into proficiency-oriented activities. Emphasis will be placed on usage
appropriate to academic and professional settings.

W451141 AP Spanish Language and Culture 4
The AP Spanish Language and Culture course provides students with opportunities to develop language
proficiency across the three modes of communication: Interpretive, Interpersonal, and Presentational.
Students learn about culture through the use of authentic materials that are representative of the
Spanish-speaking world. Materials include a variety of different media, e.g., journalistic and literary works,
podcasts, interviews, movies, charts, and graphs. AP Spanish Language and Culture is a language
acquisition course designed to provide students with the
necessary skills and intercultural understanding to enable them to communicate successfully in an
environment where Spanish is spoken, and as such, is an immersion experience requiring exclusive use of
Spanish by the teacher and students.

W451151 AP Spanish Literature and Culture 5 (Not offered in 21/22)
The AP Spanish Literature and Culture course is designed to provide students with a learning experience
equivalent to that of an introductory college course in literature written in Spanish. The course introduces
students to the formal study of a representative body of texts from Peninsular Spanish, Latin American, and
U.S. Hispanic literature. The course provides opportunities for students to demonstrate their proficiency in
Spanish across the three modes of communication (interpersonal, interpretive, and presentational) and the
five goal areas (communication, cultures, connections, comparisons, and communities) outlined in the
Standards for Foreign Language Learning in the 21st Century. The overarching aims of the course are to
provide students with ongoing and varied opportunities to further develop their proficiencies across the full
range of language skills — with special attention to critical reading and analytical writing — and to
encourage them to reflect on the many voices and cultures included in a rich and diverse body of literature
written in Spanish.

FOUNDATIONS

Z405011 12th Grade Seminar
This course is a required class for all seniors, and is a workshop for seniors to create a graduation portfolio,
apply to college and complete a senior project. The graduation portfolio consists of letters of reflection,
samples of work, and letters of recommendation. The college application process includes selecting and



applying to colleges, completing financial aid applications and applying for scholarships. The senior project
is a large, multifaceted project focused on career exploration or school/community improvement.

Z402161 Advisory (CREW)
In this mixed-age, multi-year course, students develop key social and emotional competencies while
building a positive school culture. Community-building activities, academic advising, and service learning
opportunities provide meaningful context for mentorship and peer-supported learning. Students usually
remain with the same crew leader for all years from 6th to 12th grade. All conferences are organized through
Crew, with a goal-setting conference before school starts. Students also lead their own academic
conferences twice a year, showcasing their learning for family members and their Crew leader using a digital
portfolio.

N401111 School Service
School Service TAing is an opportunity provided for 11th and 12th graders who are on track to graduate,
have good attendance, and are looking to give back to their school. TAs provide support by assisting
teachers in the organization and management of their classrooms. Students are allowed to earn a maximum
of 8 credits either through TAing or Tutoring.

SUPPORT CLASSES (SPECIAL EDUCATION/ELL)

A410001 Reading Strategies 5  (Fusion 1)
This is the first year of a 2-year sequence of Reading Strategies (Fusion 1). This course is open to
8th/9th/10th grade students. Throughout the first year students will develop the skills necessary to access,
interpret, evaluate, and synthesize information from a variety of contexts and to articulate their
understanding of reading strategies through modeling, partner activities, projects, and independent work.
Students will read, as well as engage with a variety of texts, independently and cooperatively to improve
comprehension. In the first year, students cover the following strategies: The Prediction Strategy, Thinking
Reading, Possible Selves, Vocabulary Process, Bridging Strategy, Book Study, and Strategy Integration.
Select 11th graders that meet certain criteria may also be enrolled in this course with prior authorization from
the teacher.

A410001 Reading Strategies 6 (Fusion 2)
This is the second year of a 2-year sequence of the Reading Strategy course. This course is open to
9th/10th/11th/12th grade students that have taken the prerequisite class, Reading Strategies 5 (Fusion 1).
Throughout the second year of this course students will continue to develop the skills necessary to access,
interpret, evaluate, and synthesize information from a variety of contexts and to articulate their
understanding of reading strategies through modeling, partner activities, projects, and independent work.
Students will read, as well as engage with a variety of texts, independently and cooperatively to improve
comprehension. In the second year, students cover the following strategies: Strategy Integration, Thinking
Reading (continued), Vocabulary Process (continued), Summarization Strategy, Book Study, and The PASS
Strategy.

A415601 Skills for College and Career Readiness
The goal of the Skills for College and Career Readiness course is that each student will become more
organized, demonstrate the ability to actively monitor Schoology, focus on work completion and timely
submissions of coursework, practice self-advocacy skills, learn/use executive functioning strategies, and be
more actively involved in his or her learning. This course will also provide some time to support students
with class assignments from mainstream courses.

A410231 Math Concepts 1
This Class emphasizes developing basic Algebra and Geometry skills. Students will learn how to solve
multi-step equations through Algebra and Geometry applications.



COURSE NUMBER NEEDEDMath Concepts 2:
This Class emphasizes developing intermediate Algebra and Geometry skills. Students will learn how to
solve multi-step equations through Algebra and Geometry applications.

E401261 ELD (English Language Development):
This year long pull-out class provides support for students in their other classes. Students are given time to
collaborate and work with other students on classwork and assessments. Students complete quarterly self
reflections on their academic performance. Students are expected to use a planner to stay organized.
Students are graded on organization, collaboration and completion of their weekly planner.



OPEN WORLD LEARNING COMMUNITY COURSE
DESCRIPTIONS

MIDDLE SCHOOL COURSE DESCRIPTIONS

ENGLISH

L309861 ELA Workshop 6
Reader’s and Writer’s Workshop is taught daily to all 6th grade students. English at OWL supports the 6th
grade expedition: Humans and the Mississippi River.  Students will explore important issues to the river,
learning nonfiction and research skills and building their persuasive writing skills by formulating an argument
about the future of the river.  They will also select a topic of interest about the river to create a
micro-documentary, experiencing their first major expedition project at OWL.  Additionally, students will
intentionally develop and reflect on their independent reading life and build skills in reading an analyzing
fiction texts.

L302121 ELA  Workshop 7
The seventh grade ELA is a driving force for the 7th grade expedition: Communities. Students will be reading
a variety of non-fiction and fiction texts.  Students will also engage in fieldwork  and cross-curricular projects
with Social Studies, Science and Math. The class is writing intensive with an emphasis on informational and
argumentative writing. Students will read or engage in a variety of texts independently and cooperatively and
write for a variety of audiences on a regular basis. Students will also engage in discussions around texts,
including a month long literature circle unit.

L302221 ELA Workshop 8
English 8 is a four-credit course that ensure that all students develop the skills necessary to access,
interpret, evaluate, and synthesize information from a variety of contexts and to articulate their
understandings in forms appropriate for a 8th grade audience through modeling, activities, projects, and
independent work. Students will read or engage in a variety of texts independently and cooperatively and
write for a variety of audiences on a regular basis. This course will engage in a year-long study of the
Mississippi River.  Students will engage in regular fieldwork along the river, hear a variety of expert speakers,
and the course will culminate in a river book publication.

L304117 OT Literacy 6
OT Literacy is a year long class, designed to equip students with strategies needed for effective reading
across all content areas.  In order to prepare the students for grade level text across content areas,
academic growth, and college and career readiness, students will learn how to use the reading process
(beginning, middle, end) to support comprehension.  This course will accelerate students towards
proficiency in grade-level standards. Students work with a small team of students to read and understand
many kinds of reading materials.  Students will read, explore, and use new vocabulary terms within fiction
and nonfiction text.  Students will work on the following skills: Comprehension, Main Idea and Supporting
Details, Summarization, Fact and Opinion, Evaluating Bias, Vocabulary in Context, Inference, Primary
Purpose, Identifying and Evaluating Sources, Author’s Point of View, and Theme.  As a team students will
work on many reading activities like close reading and literature circles.  Every two weeks, students will also
be given time to check their grades and reflect on academic, social and personal goals.



L301841 OT Literacy 7-8
OT Literacy is a year long class, designed to equip students with strategies needed for effective reading
across all content areas.  In order to prepare the students for grade level text across content areas,
academic growth, and college and career readiness, students will learn how to use the reading process
(beginning, middle, end) to support comprehension.  This course will accelerate students towards
proficiency in grade-level standards. Students work with a small team of students to read and understand
many kinds of reading materials.  Students will read, explore, and use new vocabulary terms within fiction
and nonfiction text.  Students will work on the following skills: Comprehension, Main Idea and Supporting
Details, Summarization, Fact and Opinion, Evaluating Bias, Vocabulary in Context, Inference, Primary
Purpose, Identifying and Evaluating Sources, Author’s Point of View, and Theme.  As a team students will
work on many reading activities like close reading and literature circles.  Every two weeks, students will also
be given time to check their grades and reflect on academic, social and personal goals. The course builds
towards preparation for high school level courses.

SOCIAL STUDIES

H301001 Minnesota Studies 6
MN Studies features history as the lead discipline but the focus includes geographic, economic and civic
understandings. Students study Minnesota history and its government, placing the state and its people
within the context of the national story. They engage in historical inquiry and study events, issues and
individuals significant to Minnesota history, beginning with the early indigenous people of the upper
Mississippi River region to the present day. They examine the relationship between levels of government,
and how the concept of sovereignty affects the exercise of treaty rights. They analyze how the state’s
physical features and location of resources affected settlement patterns and the growth of cities. Drawing on
their knowledge of economics, students analyze the influence of a market-based economy at the local and
national levels. They learn about the unique role Minnesota played, and continues to play, in regional,
national and global politics. Students in 6th grade MN Studies will participate in History Day as part of this
course.

H301201 American Studies 7
Grade seven features history as the lead discipline with a strong secondary emphasis on citizenship and
government. The interdisciplinary “Studies” approach is further enhanced with important economics and
geography content that round out the study of United States history. Students learn about people, issues
and events of significance to this nation’s history from 1800 to the current era of globalization. They examine
the Declaration of Independence, the Constitution and the Bill of Rights, and Supreme Court decisions for
their lasting impact on the American people, economy and governance structure. Students study civics and
economic principles in depth, drawing connections between these disciplines and history to explain the
impact of various policies on how people lived, worked and functioned in society. They create and use
detailed maps of places in the United States and conduct historical inquiry on a topic in the nation’s history.

H302251 Global Studies 8
Global Studies features geography as the lead discipline with a strong secondary emphasis on
contemporary world history. Content drawn from citizenship and government, and economics, enriches the
study of world regional geography, and further develops the interdisciplinary “studies” approach. Throughout
the year, the students will learn using real world problems, simulations, document analysis, debates, and
journals to help students become inquirers, knowledgeable, thinkers, communicators, principled, open
minded, risk takers, balanced, caring, and reflective.

MATH

M309901 Math 6



This course covers the necessary standards for MN 6th grade standards including but not limited to the
following patterns and functions, proportionals, percents, geometric figures, measurements and probability.

M303011 Pre-Algebra
Pre-Algebra is a year-long mathematics course that introduces concepts preparing students for Algebra 1.
Big concepts covered are negative numbers, and solving equations as well as solving proportions and
relations. This class also supports the 7th grade expedition, communities, through proportional reasoning,
data analysis as well as budgeting. Other concepts covered are solving expressions and equations,
exponents, graphing, functions, percents, geometry, and probability, and solving multi-step equations. This
course prepares students to be mathematically literate, as well as prepare them for future math courses, the
middle school MN Math Standards, and MN standardized math tests.

M303051 Algebra 1(Semester 1)
This course covers the first half of a traditional Algebra One course focused on linear  relationships only.   It
covers Real Numbers,  Linear equations, finding lines of best fit, interpolating and extrapolating data, Linear
Inequalities, Functions, Systems of Linear Equations, and Systems of Linear Inequalities.

M403011 Intermediate Algebra(Semester 2)
This course is the second half of a two-part Algebra course focused on linear and quadratic relationships.
Students will learn to represent linear and quadratic functions as verbal descriptions, equations, tables, and
graphs, as well as solve linear and quadratic equations with real numbers. Students will perform basic
polynomial operations, factor polynomials, and use statistics and probability to describe data sets and make
predictions. Students will apply this learning to solve real-world mathematical problems. This course
prepares students to be mathematically literate, as well as prepare them for future math courses, the high
school MN Math Standards, and MN standardized math tests.

SCIENCE

S306001 Physical Science 6
Physical Science 6 is a year long physical science course that covers basic middle school physics and
chemistry concepts as well as the engineering design process and the nature of science.  Students learn
about the properties of matter, how atom interact in a physical change, types of energy, waves, light, forces
and motion.  Students use observations, laboratory investigations, and problem solving to analyze and
understand the science of everyday physics and chemical phenomena. This laboratory course prepares
students for Life Science 7 or Accelerated Science 7.

S335131 Science 7 Accelerated
Science 7 Accelerated is a year-long lab-based expeditions science course in which students explore the
topics of chemistry and biology.  As a class, we study Minnesota’s ecological communities; students learn
what makes ecosystems thrive or suffer by exploring the impacts of climate change on local species and
their habitats. Students also delve into dog genetics and evolution in the Galáapagos Islands.  Students in
this evidence-based course keep detailed science journals, use microscopes, and make models that
simulate complex phenomena.

S335141 Science 8 Accelerated
Accelerated Science 8 is a year-long comprehensive earth and space science course which integrates basic
high school physics and planetary motion concepts with an emphasis on astronomy and geology along with
the history and nature of science. Accelerated Science 8 will focus on the geology of the river along with the
concepts of matter through water quality testing in the continued study of the 8th grade River Expedition. It



introduces basic science concepts and skills through science inquiry, laboratory investigations, and scientific
models. This course is designed for students with a strong interest in science, who desire a more in-depth
science experience. Accelerated Science 8 prepares students for Accelerated Biology or Accelerated
Chemistry. Students taking this course will receive one semester of high school science credit.

MIDDLE SCHOOL ELECTIVES

G301061 PE 6-8
This is a semester-long required course designed to address the National and MN standards and
benchmarks for Physical Education. The course provides students the opportunity to learn through a
developmentally appropriate, comprehensive sequentially planned physical education aligned with SPPS
priority benchmarks. The focus of this course is the development of movement skill combinations and
movement skill knowledge; the assessment and maintenance of physical fitness to improve health and
performance, and the requisite knowledge of physical fitness concepts, principals and strategies; and the
application of personal wellness concepts, including self-responsibility, positive social interaction, and group
dynamics, in the learning and performance of physical activity. Units of activity include: physical fitness
(activities and assessment, concepts, and skill development; cooperative activities; throwing and catching
skills with lead up games to popular individual and team sports; volleying skills and lead-up games; racquet
sports and lead in games; traditional, line and folk dance and stress management exercise such as yoga
calm and relaxation. Fitnessgram assessments are performed for individual goals in strength, endurance and
agility.

G307101 Health 7
Health Education curriculum is in place to meet the National Health Education and Saint Paul Public School
priority Standards for all SPPS middle school students. Health Education is crucial to enhance the overall
health and well-being of individuals and their respective community. This course is an introductory course to
Middle School Health Education and will focus on the very basic knowledge and skill development in the
areas of personal wellness, mental and emotional wellness, growth and development, body systems,
nutrition, relationships and family health. This course is a semester long.

P301121 Acting Explorations 7-8
Acting Explorations 6-8 is a course where the focus is the acting and playwriting. As actors, students will
learn to express emotions and ideas using interpretive movements through pantomime. Students will
develop their own voice by performing dialogue, dramatize literary selections, and participate in skits and
scenes. Students will become playwrights and create their own original sketches and scenes as a final
project.

P300121 Music Exploration 6
Music Exploration 6 is a semester-long course where students will examine, listen to, evaluate, and/or
perform music through exploration of the historical, social, economic, ethnic and political events that
influenced the genre's artists and the music they wrote and performed. This course provides opportunities
for students to develop their musical potential and aesthetic understanding through text, technology,
singing, movement and a variety of instruments.

P302111 Choir, Beginning 7-8
This is a year-long course that provides an opportunity for students to learn self-discipline, group
cohesiveness, and trust, as students develop their voices within a choral ensemble. Students will learn to
sing a variety of choral literature and styles from around the world in unison, two- or three-part harmony.
Through the daily rehearsal, various musical concepts will be taught with an emphasis on those skills relating
to singing: correct breathing and vocal techniques (diction, blend, balance, phrasing, intonation, articulation,
and tone quality), sight-singing, and music theory concepts. Students will also have an opportunity to



explore units in composition and improvisation, and to respond to music from various genres and cultures.

T306121 Digital Video Production 6 (Semester)
This class will introduce students to digital video, using iMovie and other tools to create a variety of different
projects from animations to live action to documentaries.  Students will independently and in small groups to
learn all about pre-production, production and post-production techniques and procedure.  Students will
utilize their iPads and explore how to use it to create fun and interesting projects.

V300111 Art, Beginning 6 (Semester)
Students will get an introduction to most of the art medium and how to use and care for them. They will learn
about the elements of art as well as a brief exploration into some of the principles of art. Students will be
using the Studio Habits of Mind for preparing, creating, revising and reflecting on their art while creating their
own artistic creations using various one and two dimensional art media. Critiquing art will be introduced so
students can learn from others and practice discussions using the terms of art. Many projects will integrate
other school subjects into their art. Projects vary but in the past we have created comics based on the
Principles of Education, made steampunk insects, created Chahuli inspired installations and more.

V300121 Art, Intermediate 7 (Semester)
Students will continue to learn about how the elements and principles of art influence the art they make.
They will be using the Studio Habits of Mind for preparing, creating, revising and reflecting on their own art.
Students will be learning how best to create in a shared studio space being mindful of others and respectful
of the supplies. Classes will introduce new techniques and exercises which will aid the artists in creating
what they intend. Projects will include both two and three dimensional art which incorporates student
determined meaning and messages. At least one one project will be done in conjunction with another core
subjects' project. Critiquing art will be practiced so students can learn from others, practice discussions
using the terms of art and formulate their own opinions based on the elements and principles of art as well
as their own esthetic tastes. In past years we have worked on creating images of Minnesota species and
have done a unit on MuralsGraffiti/Street Art creating a large scale piece with an accompanying video.

V300131 Art, Advanced 8 (Semester)
Students will learn more about how changing which elements and principles of art they use changes the art
they make. They will be using the Studio Habits of Mind for preparing, creating, revising and reflecting on
their own art. Students will be learning how best to create in a shared studio space being mindful of others
and respectful of the supplies. Classes will introduce new techniques and exercises which will aid the artists
in creating what they intend. Projects will include both two and three dimensional art which incorporates
student determined meaning and messages. Critiquing art will be practiced so students can learn from
others, practice discussions using the terms of art and formulate their own opinions based on the elements
and principles of art as well as their own esthetic tastes. Projects will vary, but in the past we have created
installation art and watercolor cards for a local hospice.

L305311 Journalism 8
Journalism at OWL is focused on the publication of the school newspaper, The Purple Press.
Students will be introduced to the basics of journalism style, then research, write, and revise
articles for the paper.  The Purple Press publishes eight times during the school year.

S301101 Astronomy
Grade: 8    1 Semester
Astronomy is a semester-long introductory, elective science course that presents concepts through models,
texts, multimedia platforms, student-driven research, and hand-on activities. Students will expand scientific
vocabulary, improve investigative skills, and augment cultural competence. This is a project-based class,



involving student-driven research. Students will have a choice in what they create to demonstrate their
learning and may choose from a variety of topics for most projects. They will be given time in class to
research and complete their projects (though if time is not used wisely, they may need to work at home).
Topics covered include: the Milky Way Galaxy, our Solar System, Stars and Constellations, Earth-Moon-Sun
Interactions, and Space Technology and Travel.

L306301 Debate
“Debate is a formal, disciplined, and rule-governed contest/ competition that is conducted within a set
framework.” This semester long class will give an introduction to debate terms, formats, and arguments. The
class will entail that students work in groups to research and present oral arguments. Debate will cover ELA
standards around writing an argument, conducting a research project and speaking and listening skills.

W401111 Spanish 1 (yearlong)
Spanish 1 is an immersive introduction to the language of the Spanish-speaking world. In this course, our
goal will be to acquire Spanish language, rather than study it. This Spanish course is a Comprehensible
Input Spanish course, and we will use methods and strategies that promote comprehension of language in
meaningful context. We will focus our class time on the acquisition of high frequency structures (the most
frequently used words in a language) and we will use these structures in class discussions, stories, and
cultural exploration. Spanish 1 is an opportunity for beginners to dive deep into a new language with a goal
of real-world, communicative application.

W401121 Spanish 2 (yearlong)
Spanish 2 is a continuation of Spanish 1, designed to move students accustomed to an immersive,
comprehensible environment to the next level of communicative competence. This is a Comprehensible
Input Spanish course. Students are expected to interact daily with the language in a meaningful way with the
goal of acquiring Spanish language. We focus class time on high-frequency structures (most frequently
used words and phrases in a language) and will use these target structures for class discussions, stories,
and to explore the cultures and traditions of the Spanish-speaking world. This course is designed to follow
OWL Spanish 1.

W401181 Spanish for Spanish Speakers (yearlong)
This course is designed for students who speak Spanish as native speakers and/or need formal training to
improve their Spanish communicative skills. This course focuses on enhancing the oral and comprehension
skills on aspects of the Hispanic culture and literature. Students will improve their Spanish speaking ability
through active class discussion and presentations. In addition, reading and writing skills will be enhanced
and developed in this course. Students will learn the basic grammatical structures of the Spanish language
with emphasis on integrating grammar into proficiency-oriented activities. Emphasis will be placed on usage
appropriate to academic and professional settings.

FOUNDATIONS

Z402161 Advisory (CREW)
In this mixed-age, multi-year course, students develop key social and emotional competencies while
building a positive school culture.  Community-building activities, academic advising, and service learning
opportunities provide meaningful context for mentorship and peer-supported learning.  Students usually
remain with the same crew leader for all years from 6th to 12th grade. All conferences are organized through
Crew, with a goal-setting conference before school starts.  Students also lead their own academic
conferences twice a year, showcasing their learning for family members and their Crew leader using a digital
portfolio.



SUPPORT COURSES

Middle School Reading (Grades 6/7)

A410001 Reading Strategies 5  (Fusion 1)
This is the first year of a 2-year sequence of Reading Strategies (Fusion 1). This course is open to 8th grade
students. Throughout the first year students will develop the skills necessary to access, interpret, evaluate,
and synthesize information from a variety of contexts and to articulate their understanding of reading
strategies through modeling, partner activities, projects, and independent work. Students will read, as well
as engage with a variety of texts, independently and cooperatively to improve comprehension. In the first
year, students cover the following strategies: The Prediction Strategy, Thinking Reading, Possible Selves,
Vocabulary Process, Bridging Strategy, Book Study, and Strategy Integration. Select 11th graders that meet
certain criteria may also be enrolled in this course with prior authorization from the teacher.

A314401 Study Skills for High School Readiness
The goal of the Skills for College and Career Readiness course is that each student will become more
organized, demonstrate the ability to actively monitor Schoology, focus on work completion and timely
submissions of coursework, practice self-advocacy skills, learn/use executive functioning strategies, and be
more actively involved in his or her learning.  This course will also provide some time to support students
with class assignments from mainstream courses.

A314403 Study Skills for High School Readiness
The goal of the Skills for College and Career Readiness course is that each student will become more
organized, demonstrate the ability to actively monitor Schoology, focus on work completion and timely
submissions of coursework, practice self-advocacy skills, learn/use executive functioning strategies, and be
more actively involved in his or her learning.  This course will also provide some time to support students
with class assignments from mainstream courses.

E301261 ELD (English Language Development):
This year long pull-out class provides support for students in their other classes. Students are given time to
collaborate and work with other students on classwork and assessments. Students complete quarterly self
reflections on their academic performance. Students are expected to use a planner to stay organized.
Students are graded on organization, collaboration and completion of their weekly planner.

EL Math Vocabulary
This is a year-long support class, designed to help improve basic math skills and vocabulary.  Students will
receive direct instruction on math concepts and math vocabulary.  Students will have extra support with their
math homework.



Courses we are not planning on offering at OWL in the near future (but
should probably hold onto the descriptions of)

P308111 Theatre Arts 1 6
Theatre Arts 1 is a semester-long course which provides a basic introduction to drama. This includes
vocabulary, theatre history, acting, improvisation, creative writing, reflection, and the elements of theatre.
The purpose of this course is to provide tools for collaboration and creativity. The course culminates in a 6th
grade class theater production where students act and perform in a short play.

M403011 Intermediate Algebra
This course is the second half of a two-part Algebra course focused on linear and quadratic
relationships. Students will learn to represent linear and quadratic functions as verbal descriptions,
equations, tables, and graphs, as well as solve linear and quadratic equations with real numbers.
Students will perform basic polynomial operations, factor polynomials, and use statistics and
probability to describe data sets and make predictions. Students will apply this learning to solve
real-world mathematical problems. This course prepares students to be mathematically literate, as
well as prepare them for future math courses, the high school MN Math Standards, and MN
standardized math tests.

S403121.   Physical Science
Grade 9 Full Year
Course Description: This laboratory course covers basic high school physics and concepts while
integrating learning the skills of science and engineering. Students will learn about atomic
structure, chemical reactions, energy transformations, forces and motion. Students use
observations, laboratory investigations, and problem solving to analyze and understand the
science of everyday phenomena. Prerequisite: None.

S431711, S431713 PLTW: Principles of Engineering with Physical Science
Grade: 9  Full year
PLTW: Principles of Engineering with Physical Science covers general concepts of engineering,
physics, engineering technology and its career possibilities. This course involves a number of
projects that explore careers in engineering, principles of design, control systems, materials
science, general mechanics and chemistry. The projects involve learning and applying fundamental
principles of physics and chemistry, solving problems, designing and modifying devices. They will
also learn how engineers address concerns about the social and political consequences of
technological change. This course is meant to replace 9th grade physical science if physical
science not offered.

M406211 Computer Science Discoveries (Semester) (Not offered 21/22)
Designed for 8th graders, Computer Science Discoveries is an introductory computer science course that
empowers students to create authentic artifacts and engage with computer science as a medium for
creativity, communication, problem solving, and fun. Using the code.org curriculum, this one semester class
is designed to introduce students to computer science, coding, web development, and app design.

L305011 Creative Writing 6-8



Creative writing is designed to aid students in their creative expression. This class will allow
students to explore many different writing styles.  Students will be exploring different genres of
writing, through both reading and writing. Students will also engage in the writing process by
planning, drafting, peer reviewing and editing their work for publication. Students will be practicing
daily writing by writing in journals of their own creation.

M301401 Solving Mathematical Problems through Programming 6-8
Solving Mathematical Problems through Programming is a two-credit math course where students
will learn the basic structure of programs such as input/output, logical operators, functions, for, if,
then, else, while, etc. while utilizing both Basic and Java Script programming languages. Students
will learn these languages while working with mathematics that is in the grade 8 math standards
like function notation, linear equations, systems of linear equations, sequences, and Pythagorean’s
Theorem. Students will be expected to code on the TI Calculator and computer to solve challenges
that arise from their math class. This class will develop the logical thinking skills and programming
knowledge to excel in high school classes that will require this kind of 21st reasoning capability.
Concurrent enrollment in Algebra 1 or similar class is required.

V401141 Drawing, Advanced (High School)
During this  semester course students will dive into a variety of drawing processes, themes,
materials and art historical eras. Students consistently practice skills through sketchbook
practices, large scale projects, written planning, reflections and critiques. For every assignment
students use the artistic process meaning that they begin with learning background either related
to a theme or skill and then students create a plans, rough drafts, a final artwork and then write an
artist statement. In the past, students have explored the techniques of contours, gestures and
grids and later have applied those drawing techniques to themes including landscapes, portraiture
and cultural change. Students also have explored a wide range of materials including graphite,
acrylic paint, charcoal and pastels.

C431511 Med Careers/Nursing Assistant
Nursing Assistants and Home Health Aides provide direct client care under the direction of a nurse or doctor
in a variety of health care settings. Using technical skills learned in both the classroom and clinical setting,
nursing assistants and home health aides perform such tasks as feeding, bathing, positioning, ambulating
and comfort measures for the client. Students will explore and discuss legal, ethical, and safety issues in
client care. Students are prepared to take the Nursing Assistant/Home Health Aide test to be placed on the
Minnesota State Nursing Assistant Registry. This course will provide students with an opportunity to evaluate
career choices through informed decision-making. Students will also become certified through the Red Cross
in Professional Rescuer of Adult, Child, and Infant. Students will receive first-hand information from
professionals in the medical and health-related fields. This exploration will be supported through a variety of
activities including: library and Internet research, career assessment instruments, informal interviews and/or
volunteer opportunities.

C436501 Medical Terminology
This course covers how bio/medical terms are constructed from Greek and Latin word elements including
roots, combining forms, prefixes, and suffixes. Definitions, spelling, pronunciation, and applications of these
terms will be stressed. Diseases and treatments specific to the body's organ systems will also be covered.

M406111 Probability and Statistics (1 semester - Not offered in 21/22)



Grade: 11-12
Probability and Statistics is a one - semester course that introduces some of the methods used in the field of
applied statistics. It will use extensive real-world situations, critical analysis, and interpretation of graphs and
data.


